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Plans are drawn up for a large skyscraper project.
A steel mill is first built in preparation for

mass steel production.

In this monosexuate world, woman exists for man:
as his supply, caregiver or possession. Without man (tower),

the existence of woman (steel mill) is not seen to be validated. 

Man (tower) is attached to mother (mill), whose body is the source
of nourishment and birth into the world. Man will always be born
of a woman. Yet in her suppressed state she can only project her

ambitions onto him, the son- never  to realise her own.
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The tower’s construction is contingent on the mill’s
steel supply. The tower begins to take on formal qualities

that the mill could never have obtained for itself.
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The man-made city is a collection of new objects; an omission of
nature. Man (tower) differentiates himself from the mother (mill) as

an icon of his own making. Woman (mill) remains excluded from
the boy’s club that is the city due to her lack of phallic attributes.
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Upon completion, the tower becomes an icon,
celebrated by the city. There is no mention of the mill.

Over time, tower parts wear out and must be replaced.
The mill is to supply these when the tower demands of it.

This reflects the notion of women (mills) on the market- a marketable
commodity that is to respond promptly to masculine demands and desires;

ever only an ‘obliging prop’ to the icon (man) that takes centre stage.
How can the mill exist outside of the fulfilment of the tower?

How can the she be recognised separately from her (re)productive role?
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As woman’s supply (mill) fails to satisfy man’s demands (tower), she
is devalued, psychologically bankrupt, decommissioned. She sees

herself as a failed commodity, driven to destruction by the inability to
adequately respond to the phallic construction of a world that is not hers. 

Often, tower projects experience budget blow-outs during
construction in order to expand or enhance the

building. High pressures drive the mill into bankruptcy. 
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Eventual demolition ensues- a cyclical clearing of the city,
but only for more new towers to be erected. 

Can man repay the debt of birth through death? No, the gift cannot
simply be reciprocated- the tower cannot give birth to the mill who

gave birth to it. So the cycle continues, with women (mills) living and
dying as providers of place for the other, projecting iconic entities

external to themselves. How may the mill exist in the city of towers?
Will the mill ever have a city of her own? 
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